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Abstract

Today, there are so many people who make trips. The tourists are not only local peoples but also foreigners. They may stay for one night or for several nights at certain tourism destination. Especially in Bandung which has many tourism destinations, tourists who come from outside Bandung will seek for hotels to stay. However, the problem is there are a lot of hotels in Bandung which can make them have a hard time to choose the best place to stay that suit them the most.

The existence of these problems in the world of science there is a solution, i.e. query skyline. The idea of query is select skyline data with the existence of dominance between the data, so that it would produce fewer options. Where this can happen based on parameters. Where at least 2 parameters the parameters for the implementation of this skyline query. Expected by using query skyline could help people to easily choose the best hotel.
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1. Introduction

Today, there are so many people who make trips. The tourists are not only local peoples but also foreigners. They may stay for one night or for several nights at certain tourism destination. Especially in Bandung which has many tourism destinations, tourists who come from outside Bandung will seek for hotels to stay. However, the problem is there are a lot of hotels in Bandung which can make them have a hard time to choose the best place to stay that suit them the most.
The data from Bandung Tourism Office shows that there are so many tourists who stay in Bandung for their holidays. It can be a problem for them if they do not know where to stay in Bandung or if the choice is too many which make them hard to choose. Surely they do not want to be disappointed with their holidays because of their wrong decisions on staying in a hotel which is not up to their expectations.

It would be difficult to find the best hotel for a tourist because of the lack of information around the destination and because of choices given by some sites or application are too many. To solve that problem, computer science has methods which can handle it. That is by recommending based on certain parameters, which will produce the best recommendations. The minimum parameter to be able to generate recommendations is two parameters. To produce the best recommendation, this method combines the selected parameters. With this, the object that will be recommended will be compared. When they are compared, then the object will be checked whether the object will be dominated by another object. If the object is not dominated by other objects, then the object will be selected. The selected object is called the best object based on certain parameters.

The described method above is called Skyline queries in computer science. The author wanted to implement it to solve the problem which has been described before.

2. Literature Review And Design System

2.1 Design System

2.1.1 Description System

in the figure the user choose the location of attractions as a destination, then the system find the best hotel with the attractions by using the query skyline.

2.1.2 Flow Chart
The first is to choose the location of tourist attractions.
Then call the function query algorithm for skyline.
Call the data based on the selected attractions. And then in order to determine looping as an object of skyline.
checks whether the data is based on tourist spots empty or not.
  o If not then to the next process.
  o If empty then the process completed.
checks whether the data array of object skyline empty.
  o If Yes, then input the data into of objects skyline.
  o If not then enter the next process.
Call data in array of object skyline.
Compare data that comes with data that exist in the object of skyline closer to attractions.
  o If Yes, then store it in an array of object skyline.
  o If not, the next process is to.
Then compare the price of both data.
Check if the price is more expensive than the input data at object skyline.
  o If Yes, then go back to process the data, for there is still data in check for the check.
  o If not, then save it into an array of object skyline.

2.2 Literature Review
2.2.1 Query Skyline

"Query skyline is given a set of points p1, p2, ..., pN, the skyline query return a set of point P (referred to as the skyline points), such that any point pi E is not dominated by any other point in the dataset. Point of domination is a point pi dominates another point pj if and only if the coordinate of pi, on any axis is not larger than than the corresponding coordinate of pj."

According to Kazuki Kodama, Yuichi Iijima, Xi Guo, Yoshiharu Ishikawa [2009] in the paper "Skyline Queries
Based on User Locations and Preferences for Making Location-Based Recommendations: "Askyline query is a query to select the set of all the objects such that are not dominated by other objects. S is called the skyline and formally given as follows:"

Let's make a sample recommendation about a hotel where it is near in some destinations. With sample data like below:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Distance</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Peace hotel</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>220</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Star Hotel</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>180</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dungion Hotel</td>
<td>5.5</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fairy Hotel</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>215</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sun Hotel</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>200</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

We assume that distance here is distance from hotel to destination, where destination is (0,0) in the figure 2.2. Price is price hotel for stay in one night, and only one room. Figure 2.2 illustrates data in a graphic scatter, where y is price, and x is distance.

Using query skyline will eliminate one or some objects, because some object will be dominated by others. Query skyline not giving recommendation but reduce the number of item with the dominated.

In this sample we have two parameters, that minimum can be used query skyline. So with number oh giving query skyline will choosing for recommendation. For the sample will result the hotel near with destination and will not expensive. So no item more near and more cheap than the object the choice from query skyline.

With two parameters, query skyline will find the hotel nearest and will choice hotel cheap. When the hotel far and price expensive, so the hotel will be dominated by the hotel near and price more cheap. So we call that hotel dominated by other object.

In this sample object (6,200) not will choice because dominated by other object, he has far distance, and price not cheap enough.

3. Result And Discussion
   3.1 Query Skyline

This part will show result from query skyline, using data real with destination Floating Market Lembang, and Tangkuban Perahu Lembang. Hotel in Lembang, but just hotel with minimum two star. Result from two destination below.
Like figure above, result from process query skyline where query skyline will choice object not dominated by other object based on parameter. In this result we used two parameter, price and distance hotel. In the figure we can look that no object above the line, line in the figure we call that skyline. So object in skyline we will choice for recommendation to people that good hotel for choice, because based on parameter hotel no more hotel the nearest and no more hotel cheap than that hotel choice.

3.2 Query Database

We will look how about result using query database sql, with using select and we will limit with 6 output. We using select with some condition based on two parameter distance and price, and wee will order from that. The result below.

From the figure we can look that using query database still not good perfume, because when we use two parameter query not work with two parameter, just in condition in front will use for select object. So when distance in fron condition, object will select just object nearest with limit 6 object, and still has some object with expensive price between the other object but distance more far away from destination.
3.3 Google Maps image result

Google images result, we can look that result from google maps with some zoom same with result query, and still using same destination. The result below.

That result from google maps. And in the below result from skyline query.

From the result above we can said that the different result, google maps giving more coihce between result query skyline. But from google maps not all we select because hotel must minimum two star. But still has more coihce. But hotel in query skyline, in google maps has too.

3.4 Resume

From result above with some different result, but still some object same. The result skyline more good between the other based on two parameter, because query skyline more optimal the result, google maps good but still more choice. And google maps not show the distance, it just hotel in around in destination without select object.

When we using query databased, with same parameter give different result when the parameter switch, because query based can select with two demantion, just one demantion. But some data output same with result from query skyline.

4. Conclusion

Skyline queries are basically not recommendations, but its results can be used for recommendations. It works on sorting and choosing data which is not dominated by other data based on certain parameters. As the result, the non-dominated object is used as a recommendation on this system. The parameters used in this system are distance and price.

The test results show that the outcomes given by the Skyline queries are excellent, where the results are more consistent than regular queries from Google Maps. Skyline queries provide better results - the distance is closer and the price is cheaper. In contrast, sometimes in regular queries there are still unwanted result like the distance is far but the price is also expensive. Google Maps also tends to be like that, but it provides more options.

From these results, it is expected that this Skyline queries can help people easier to choose the best hotel. So they will not have a hard time to just decide the place to stay for their holiday.
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